
  

ErgoFit 290N OC Rescue Crew ISO -
RS
Reference# 83419

ErgoFit 290N OC Rescue Crew ISO -
RS
Crewsaver’s ultimate lifejacket collection, ErgoFit, was
launched in 2012 and has subsequently come to
completely redefine safety, comfort and style afloat. The
entire ErgoFit collection features an exceptionally high
level of construction combined with the looks and
practicality to suit the toughest marine environment and
the most demanding consumer. Representing over 5
decades of experience gained at the wave face, each
lifejacket in the range houses a uniquely crafted bladder
to both deliver a faster turn speed and also to keep your
airway lifted further above the water for ultimate safety.

ErgoFit 290N OC Rescue Crew ISO - RS itself is a 3D-
moulded lifejacket designed for those working in the
most ferocious and extreme marine environments.,
further developed with important features for NSSR (RS)
Crew. With nowhere to hide when a storm rolls in, it is
vital to have the best safety kit on the market. The
ErgoFit 290N OC is just that. It combines all Crewsaver’s
knowledge and experience with the most sophisticated
design, manufacture and materials to give you an easy
to wear, versatile, stylish and completely functional
lifejacket. With its intelligent cut-away profile, it allows
you total mobility, leaving your body, limbs and hands
unhindered and free to move, work and perform. In
short, it delivers the reassurance of a professional jacket,
coupled with outstanding value for money.

 Facts 

ISO 12402-2 (275N) approved but with superior buoyancy (290N) to float you higher in the water
A built in inflatable chin support tilts your neck back and keeps your airways clear
Unique bladder distribution, providing turning solutions in less than three seconds
Innovative 3D shaping providing the ultimate in comfort and performance
Dynamic cutaway design allows full freedom of movement in extreme conditions
Easy to adjust side waist adjusters
AIS compatible, activates automatically on inflation
Compatible with MOB Lifesavers
Standard with EXOLOK for securing the CO2-cylinder 
Webbings on LJ-cover for placement of line cutter and/or radio
Loop on back for attachment of safety line



Product Detail
Lifejacket Lifejacket work

Type of PFD/class Inflatable lifejacket 275N

Area of application Shipping

Buoyancy Minimum 290N

Adjustments Crotch Strap
 Waist - both sides

Fit / Ergonomics Fusion 3D Design

Colour Black

Reflective material IMO Solas

Bladder construction Symmetrical with chin support

Firing mechanism Water activated, UML ProSensor Elite

Sprayhood Yes

Lifting becket/loop Yes. double

Whistle Yes

Emergency light IMO Solas, water activated

Inspection facility for inflation mechanism Yes, inspection window in transparent foil

Attachment for accessories Webbing

Deck Safety Harness Yes, with soft loop D-ring on back

Buckle Special buckle in stainless steel, partly moulded in plastic 

Cover closure Zipper with Quick Burst functionality

Compatibility Yes, ISO with ISO suit

CO₂-cylinder(s) 60g CO₂ (1 pc)

Service interval (standard) 1 year (professional use)

Certifications ISO ISO 12402-2 Lifejackets for extreme offshore conditions (275N)/ISO 12401
Safety Harness and line

Crotch strap Double

Cylinder security system Yes, EXOLOK

Inflatable bladder Single

Certificates

ISO 275N
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